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Meet the Team 
Vision User Groups are a great opportunity to meet our team and share your thoughts and 
challenges so that we can better understand your needs as we work towards building solutions for 
tomorrow. 

The Vision Journey 
Learn about the journey we are on to deliver smarter, better, faster healthcare technology, and 
what this means to you, the customer. 

Vision+ Template Design 
Join a free training session covering Template Design using the Vision+ Template Designer tool. 
Vision+ Templates enable you to standardise data entry, as well as promote consistency and 
encourage best practice. 
 
You will learn how to… 
 

 Work with existing QOF templates 

 Create, publish and distribute templates within your practice or CCG/HB organisation 

 Add SNOMED CT clinical terms to the template so that clinical data is recorded consistently 

 Add groups of SNOMED CT terms to the template to help manage Enhanced services/QOF 
recording 

 Create templates that contain quick data entry keys 

 Include pre-defined free text options attached to SNOMED terms 

 Insert prescribing regimes  

 Embed links to external resources 

 Customise and personalise the style of templates 

 Insert multiple-choice tick boxes that automatically record SNOMED CT terms 

 Include inbuilt calculators that aid decision support 

 Incorporate recalls to assist with reporting 
 
As a refresher, we will recap how you manage your Vision+ alerts and monitor your QOF points using 
Contract Manager. Plus, much more…. 

Who Should Attend? 
IT/Practice Managers who are responsible for data entry, or who currently work with Vision 
Guidelines.  

 

Where? 
For details of your nearest user group, visit https://www.visionhealth.co.uk/vision-user-groups/  

How long is the User Group? 

The user group will last approximately 3 hours. This includes refreshments and an opportunity to 
ask questions. 
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